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6 of 6 review helpful A Grade A Read By L Douglas Hogan Another class A author straight out of the gate What a 
great first impression With a title like The Last Marine you expect a story that can only be told by a Marine Corps 
veteran one full of cliche one liners military jargon and grunt talk I wasn t disappointed Ransdell delivered a balanced 
story with plenty of action plot and character development twists The Last Marine Book One is author T S Ransdell 
rsquo s vision of a future American dark age where all civilians serve at the pleasure of the government In this 
dystopian tale Joel Levine a journalist historian for the government is given the task of creating a history to remind 
people why the bygone American warrior culture was dangerous to them To do so Levine is given Government VIP 
status to interview the last known veteran of the disbanded United States Marin 
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